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ABSTRACT: Childrens with Autism Spectrum Condition [ASC] experience the ill effects of deficiencies or formative 
postponements in typical considering. In specific, they are regularly discovered ailing in imagine play amid early 
adolescence. Specialists trust that they experience trouble in creating and keeping up mental portrayal of falsification 
combined with the quick reality. We have built up an intuitive framework that investigates the capability of Augmented 
Reality [AR] innovation to outwardly conceptualize the portrayal of misrepresentation inside an open-finished play 
condition. Comes about because of an exact review including kids with ASC matured 4 to 7 exhibited a noteworthy 
change of imagine play regarding recurrence, length and pertinence utilizing the AR framework in contrast with a non 
computer assisted circumstance. We examined singular contrasts, ability exchange, and framework ease of use and 
constraints of the proposed AR framework. We examine outline rules for future AR frameworks for kids with ASC and 
other unavoidable formative issue. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Absence of creative energy has been distinguished as one of the significant side effects that constitute the set 
of three of a mental imbalance range condition qualities, together with hindered social cooperation and correspondence. 
Specifically, imagine/typical play is a critical demonstrative pointer of youth extreme introvertedness. Imagine play 
shows up in the last 50% of the second year among typically created youngsters and is firmly identified with basic 
improvements, for example, typical considering, dialect and social collaboration.  

 
Also, it is trusted that imagine play is firmly related with the capacity to comprehend other's psyche, which has 

significant impact in one's grown-up life . AR advancements enable individuals to better comprehend their 
surroundings by joining reality with virtual substance in important ways. This ability persuaded us to investigate the 
potential for utilizing AR to translate this present reality in a typical and non-strict way in a play circumstance.  

 
AR could bolster the mental portrayal of falsification by introducing an impression of the world in which a 

basic play question (a wooden square) is supplanted by a nonexistent option (an auto). The increased auto tracks the 
position of the square in the scene, so that the youngster can control nonexistent situations that are additionally 
unmistakably spoken to. The visual rendering of the generally undetectable conjured up universe bolsters the tyke to 
complete activities in non-real circumstances and broaden them in novel ways. Propelled by this speculation, composed 
and built up an AR framework, trailed by an exact review evaluating the adequacy of the AR framework in advancing 
imagine play for kids with ASC, as contrasted and a non PC helped circumstance. The trial comes about affirm that the 
AR framework can help members to complete imagine play all the more every now and again, keep up longer imagine 
play term and keep their play thoughts more steady to recommended topics. 
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Fig.1 Optical Glyphs 

Image Processing  
Image Processing will be handling of Images utilizing numerical operations by utilizing any type of flag 

preparing for which the information is a Image, a progression of Images, or a video, for example, a photo or video 
outline; the yield of Image handling might be either a Image or an arrangement of qualities or identified with the Image. 
Most Image preparing systems include regarding the Image as a three dimensional flag and applying standard flag 
handling strategies to it. 
 
Optical Glyphs 

Marker-based following is generally utilized as a part of AR applications. The two essential concerns which 
educated our choice to utilize marker-based following are adaptability of protest decision and shirking of hand 
impediment. Not at all like model-based following which requires pre-manufactured 3D models; marker-based 
following can without much of a stretch extend the selection of articles to be followed. Marker-based following can 
likewise restrict the effect of hand impediment by balancing the marker position from the primary body of the protest. 
Acknowledgment of glyphs (or optical glyphs as they are called most regularly) is a significant crossing point theme, 
which has applications in a scope of various zones.  

 
The most well known use of optical glyphs is increased reality, where PC vision calculation discovers them in 

a video stream and substitutes with misleadingly produced objects making a view which is half genuine and half virtual 
- virtual protests in a certifiable. All glyphs are spoken to with a square framework partitioned similarly to a similar 
number of lines and sections. Every cell of the network is loaded with either dark or white shading. The first and the 
last line/section of every glyph contain just dark cells, which makes a dark outskirt around every glyph. Every single 
such glyph are imprinted on white paper in such a route, that there is white zone around dark fringes of a glyph. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Augmented Reality [AR] is another innovation that includes the overlay of PC representation on this present 
reality. Virtual Reality is a term utilized for PC created 3D situations that permit the client to enter and associate with 
engineered conditions. The clients can "inundate" themselves to fluctuating degrees in the PCs fake world which may 
either be a reenactment of some type of reality or the recreation of an intricate wonder. When planning an AR 
framework, three viewpoints must be at the top of the priority list: Combination of genuine and virtual universes; 
Interactivity continuously; Registration in 3D.  

 
Absence of creative energy has been recognized as one of the real indications that constitute the group of three 

of a mental imbalance range condition attributes , together with debilitated social cooperation and correspondence. 
Specifically, imagine/typical play is an essential demonstrative pointer of youth a mental imbalance as characterized by 
ICD-10 and DSM-IV . Imagine play shows up in the last 50% of the second year among typically created kids and is 
firmly identified with basic improvements, for example, typical considering, dialect and social communication . Also, it 
is trusted that imagine play is firmly related with the capacity to comprehend other's psyche , which has significant 
impact in one's grown-up life .  
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PC projects are progressively being utilized as a part of clinical practice for mental and therapeutic recovery in 
kids and furthermore in instructive practice. It has been asserted that Virtual Reality [VR], like other PC based projects, 
gives an especially facilitator condition to individuals with mentally unbalanced range issue in that it offers structure, 
visual intercession of learning, open doors for reiteration, full of feeling engagement and, also, control of the learning 
condition contends that IT is a powerful, agreeable, facilitative and sincerely captivating setting for learning in people 
with a mental imbalance.  

 
It is likely, however up 'til now dubious, that VR will share those attributes of IT and have upgraded impacts 

[particularly as far as speculation] in view of its more prominent ability to draw in and coordinate consideration, offer 
control of nature and connect with the members inwardly. Consequently, there are great from the earlier purposes 
behind utilizing VR as a vehicle for showing people with ASD. 

 

 
Fig.2 System Architecture Design 

 
The Augmented Knights Castle (AKC) is an augmented toy environment consisting of three base units that are 

wirelessly connected to a system server. An earlier version consisted of one centralized play set .The base units are 
equipped with radio frequency identification (RFID) readers and antennas, which allow location and identification of 
individual Playmobil figures.  

 
The figures have RFID tags attached to the base of the feet, inside the head and into the back section of the 

figure. As the tags used in this experiment were very small (i.e., between 0.9 and 1.5cm in diameter), the tags could be 
almost invisibly integrated. When figures are placed into one of three base units (a castle, a dragon tower, and a magic 
pond play area), antennas detect RFID tags and readers then relay the tag specific information of that figure back to the 
laptop. Pre-recorded sounds are then played. A read cycle checking for figures in range occurs almost in real time. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Designed and developed an AR system, followed by an empirical study assessing the effectiveness of the AR 
system in promoting pretend play for children with ASC, as  compared with a non computer-assisted situation. The 
experiment results confirm that the AR system can help participants to carry out pretend play more frequently, maintain 
longer pretend play duration and keep their play ideas more consistent to suggested themes. 
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Fig.3 System Flow Diagram 

 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 
Fig.4. Login Page 

 

 
Fig.5. Glyph Recognition Studio 
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Fig.6. New Glyph 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 
 The design and evaluation of an AR system aiming to promote open-ended pretend play for young children 
with ASC is presented. Results indicate a positive effect of increased elicited pretend play in frequency, duration and 
relevance with the AR system compared with a noncomputer setup. Participants were highly engaged with the AR 
system and produced a diverse range of play ideas. Individual differences among participants predict a gradual 
effectiveness for children in different autistic conditions. 

 
The AR system tends to have the most positive effect on children who have the most developmental delay in 

pretend play. And for children who carry out pretend play at home, the AR system may not provide further 
enhancement in the frequency of pretend play, but the salient visual effect may be persuasive in adapting to new themes 
beyond their restricted interests. 

 
Development of shared pretend play involving social context is an important next step. As discussed in the 

previous section, the AR system naturally supports multi-user interaction and potentially directs mutual play themes 
among users. Fourth, the current play themes are more appealing to boys and most of the participants signed up for the 
study are boys.  

Therefore the outcome of the study has a potential gender bias. More girl friendly and mutual themed AR 
objects should be added and the effect with girls should be explored accordingly. 
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